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H a l l o 
My name is Mandri, I am the florist and creative designer of Mustard and Seed. 

Firstly I want to congratulate you on your future wedding. I am truly honoured
that you are lingering around and taking the time to learn more about the way we
approach a wedding. 

Every wedding is different therefor I strive to bring every bridal couple's
personalities to life through the flowers. I am deeply infatuated with flowers. I see
every floral arrangement as a piece of art that is coming to life. 

I always ask; what you want to portray with the flowers on your wedding day?
What type of atmosphere do you want to create?  This is what we use to bring
your vision to life. 

Candles are a massive yes! This brings in colour, warmth, texture and shapes. We
love styling tables with them and we also rent the candles for you!  The flowers
should be a outflowing of your other decor.

Our aim is to create a sensational and extraordinary experience for you and the
guests with every flower stem.  



Complete our
questionnaire

Booking process:  

Enquiry on website 
or email

Receive a
personalised quote 

Accept quote with
booking fee and 
signed contract. 



NEED TO
KNOW:

 Flower preferences and quantity.
The type of vases we need to use.  
 Flower availability and seasonality (if the flowers are imported or locally sourced).
 With many flowers comes many hands.  We have to add labour to the cost as we use
professional freelance florists with the same design esthetic.
The destance we travel to your venue and back. 

P R I C I N G: 
Once size doesn't fit all when it comes to wedding flowers. Here are a few things to keep
in mind that may affect your floral expenses:

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

M I N I M U M   S P E N T:     R20 000   

We will always strive to achieve your vision within your budget. We have to maintain a
certain standard of how our weddings and events should look like. We pride ourselves in
our work and we give our everything stem by stem. The minimum spent truly is
necessary to create a beautiful overall effect with the flowers we use.  



PLANNING YOUR WEDDING
Is easy with Mustard & Seed.



3) 
Final run through and

discussion with a vision
board.  

P L A N N I N G 

1) 
Online or personal meeting
to create a detailed vision.
In depth discussion about

wedding flowers. 
 

4) 
Final invoice is sent out and

the count down begins. 

accepted the quote  |  payed the booking fee  |  signed our contract
now we start the planning!

2) 
You can add any elements

to your first quote, we allow
design flexibility. 

Within 7 days after 
quote is accepted 

Any time before the 
Final run through

2 months before wedding  30 days before wedding



Contact

Hermanus, Western Cape 
Appointments on request: Stellenbosch 

LOCATION
floral@mustardandseed.com

EMAIL ADDRESS
082 780 6343 

PHONE NUMBER

MANDRI  |  | MUSTARD & SEED 

www.mustardandseed.com 

WEBSITE


